Single nucleotide polymorphic discrimination by an electronic dot blot assay on semiconductor microchips.
We have developed a rapid assay for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection that utilizes electronic circuitry on silicon microchips. The method was validated by the accurate discrimination of blinded DNA samples for the complex quadra-allelic SNP of mannose binding protein. The microchip directed the transport, concentration, and attachment of amplified patient DNA to selected electrodes (test sites) creating an array of DNA samples. Through control of the electric field, the microchip enabled accurate genetic identification of these samples using fluorescently labeled DNA reporter probes. The accuracy of this approach was established by internal controls of dual labeled reporters and by using mismatched sequences in addition to the wild-type and variant reporter sequences to validate the SNP-genotype. The ability to customize this assay for multiple genes has advantages over other existing approaches.